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KEY BUSINESS IMPERATIVE

Openet Interaction Gateway is a central gateway that enables real-time, secure
communications between client applications and an operator’s network infrastructure.
These client applications include applications installed on smart devices and Web
applications running within a Web browser.
Openet Interaction Gateway is flexible, so operators can leverage existing resources and
infrastructure when building a solution that offers a truly interactive experience to their
subscribers.
Subscribers can view service usage and roaming spent. In this way, the likelihood of “bill
shock” is reduced while customer satisfaction is increased. Apps also include purchase
and activation of new services, with the ability to configure these services.

IT INITIATIVE

Replacing Volubill PCRF solution to Openet Solution

The Challenge
• New technology that has not been implemented in the middle east
before
• Integration with different Mobinil interfaces
• Many Security Considerations

BBI Advantage
• Experience in a new technology in Openet
• Team responsibility building plan for functional, performance,
Integration and acceptance testing
• Team responsibility for testing

Results / Benefits
• Successful deployment of IG servers
• A corner stone for many new functionalities including Local
subscribers, top-ups, Bucket migrations, consumption display and
push notifications
• Key reference deployment for business in region Buckets

“Orange Egypt. Orange Egypt,
formerly Mobinil, is the first mobile
network operator in Egypt, founded
on March 4, 1998. Orange provides
voice and data exchange services, as
well as 4G,[4] 3G, ADSL and
broadband internet.
Orange was the first mobile carrier in
Egypt to extend its network services
to underground stations, having
installed 17 Micro BTSs covering
stations in Cairo in addition to the Al
Azhar Tunnel.

“BBI. Founded in 2009, BBI is a global
information technology consultancy
firm serving enterprise
businesses in a diverse range of
industries. From digital strategies to
applications services to big data
management and analytics, we’ve
worked with our clients to survive
today’s business disruptions by
providing them data driven digital
transformation solutions that really
make the change happen.”
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